
     
  

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      

Calendar of Meets

April 1 – Stolley
May 6 - Morgan
May 20 -  Raymond
June 24 - Bussing
July 15 - Siegel
August 3-15 - Ventura Fair
September 16 - Siegel
October 28 - Arsenault
November 18 - Siegel
December - Newlon                         
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The record breaking rain has played havoc with our schedule 
but Georges Arseneault stepped up and hosted a last minute, 
between storms,  run last week that by all accounts was well 
attended.  I don’t have any pictures but Gerorges always puts 
on a good show. Thanks Georges!

This weekend looks to be nice weather just in time for for a 
meet at the home of Lamont and Barbara Stolley.  Lamont has 
widened some of his track curvatures so that should be a good 
test for some larger equipment. Bring your own lunch. Also if 
you have anything that you you would like to sell Lamont will 
set up some tables. Last year I scored some track at a great 
price  that I am using in my shed as storage track. And, I was 
able to sell a beautiful 1:20 scale hotel that I didn’t have room 
for on my layout.        
 

Lamont’s improved 
track curvature. 
Hopefully he will 
have it connected by 
Saturday, April 1.
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Building a 7 ½ inch Gauge Locomotive  
By John Ryan
Part 5 - Details, Details, Details (Bling)!

In the previous edition, we cut the pieces for the cab. Cut the window and door openings and performed
fit checks of the pieces but we did not assemble them. 

For this edition, I had planned to show the assembly of the cab but as so often happens, life tends to get
in the way of your intentions. I did manage to assemble the sides to the front of the cab. 

Even though construction temporarily came to a halt, it did not entirely keep me from moving forward. 
The main focus of this edition will be the detail parts that I ordered and received. 
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Let’s start with what I was able to complete 
on the cab.

Here are the attached sides. Notice I angled 
the tops to match the pitched roof line. 
Remember, this is just the support structure, 
I’ll be attaching an 1/8 in plywood skin later.  
  



Fascia panel fitted in 
place. Looks pretty good 
huh?  By the way, did 
you notice the mistake I 
mentioned from the last 
edition? That’s right, I 
placed the door on the 
Engineers side. The front 
door should be on the 
Conductors side as seen 
in the below picture. No 
worries, I just flipped the 
panel.
I started marking the 
insides of the panels to 
keep from making 
mistakes. Every once in 
a while I still mess up!  

This is where construction has stopped. I think I had mentioned in a previous edition that 
I had wanted to move the throttle connection to the rear. I’m thinking of making a control 
panel for power switches, throttle connections and other accessories to be accessed from 
the rear. Since I’ll be often removing the nose and cab to access the batteries, I want to 
have as few connections to disconnect as possible. The delay in construction gives me a 
chance to come up with a plan.    



I needed a couple key detail pieces to guide me during construction. One item is the number boards. I 
needed them to determine the length and the angle for the portion of the cab roof that extends over the 
windshields. I also needed the light bezels for the headlights, Pyle Gyralite and the emergency light. 
Since I’m basically building my loco in the Espee style, I needed specific light bezels.  
I found three companies for these items. The first company (I won’t mention the name) could have 
supplied me with just about all the parts I needed. I tried twice to contact them but got no return 
response. No indication as to whether they are still in business or just ignored my emails. 
The next company I tried was a company called Backyard Train Company based near Denver 
Colorado. I knew that BTC had built several SP units for their customers so I felt sure they were 
familiar with the SP look. Many of their parts are 3d printed by a company called Shapeways and a few
of their parts are available on the Shapeways website for sale. However, the items I was looking for 
were not listed. So I contacted the BTC owner (Jason Belletire), he offered the items in kit form. 

These are the items I received from BTC. Number boards, headlight bezels and the SP emergency light.
The kits came with LED's, light reflectors and red lens for the emergency light. The numbers boards 
came numbered and are a separate kit. I got to specify the number for the boards. The boards also 
included LED’s. Unfortunately, the headlight bezels did not come with lenses so I had to either make or
order them. I looked on Amazon and found flashlight lenses that fit nicely. 



 .

Emergency light

        

 

This is the look I’m going for 
with the lighting



Headlight Bezel. Maybe I’m being 
picky but the BTC bezel isn’t quite 
right. EMD changed the bezel on the 
2nd generation GP locomotives. This 
style is more suited for a GP7 or GP9. 
Also BTC used this bezel for the Pyle 
Gyralite, the light between the 
number boards. This style is not the 
proper bezel. 

I found another company that provided 
a more suitable bezel. The company is 
called Precision Steel car company.

The nice thing is, I am able to use the BTC 
light parts for the new bezel. Notice the 
reflector int the PSC bezel.



 While I was at it, I 
decided I should 
order a few other 
parts from PSC. 
Precision Steel Car 
Company makes 1/8 
scale car kits and 
parts for rail cars 
and locomotives. 
They are based in 
Hamilton Ohio. I’ll 
probably be getting 
more bling from 
them in the future. 
For now, this gives 
me a good start.

GP35’s from my 
understanding did not 
have the brake wheel 
option only a hand 
crank. That option 
came in later GP 
versions. The brake 
wheel is a deviation 
from the GP35 but I 
like the look. 



 

As for the Gyralite, looks like I may have to make it myself. 

That’s it for Part 5. Hopefully I can get back to construction soon. I need to get 
started on Part 6. Stay tuned. 

 
Nathan P38 chimes. 
They even have the 
Nathan name on them.  

Scale hardware. Door 
handles, hinges and latches



Track Anchors
John Lyans

Here is a system I developed to anchor my track to a concrete roadbed that makes allowance 
for some track expansion and contraction and yet still holds the track in place. This can be 
especially useful on either end of a bridge, tunnel, or on either side of a turnout. 

Cutting some strips of brass.

This step can be omitted. 
You can buy strips of ½” 
wide, .032” thick strips of  
brass and just cut them into 
4” lengths 

Make a 90 degree bend.



And another 90 degree 
bend.

These flat, squared, pliers, help to keep 
the bends parallel. I got the pliers at 
Harbor Freight.



You’ll need some needle nose 
pliers to make the smaller bends

Drill a hole for a 1 ½” brass 
screw



Use a concrete drill bit to drill a hole in 
the cement. 

Then fill the hole with Quickcrete 
anchoring cement Which is very thin 
and pours easily, and push the brass 
screw down into the cement. 

Let the cement cure for a couple of 
hours, tighten the brass nut enough to 
hold the anchor in place but not so 
tight as to prevent a little track 
expansion. Once the brass tarnishes 
and you cover it with ballast, the 
anchor is very hard to see. I have used 
this system for years and I am happy 
with how well it works to keep the 
track from getting knocked out of 
alignment.



I have my track anchors on either side of this through truss bridge. I don’t want the track 
moving too much on either approach because the clearance is tight for the pilots on some 
steam engines. 



THE GRITFY’s BACHMANN & ARISTO-CRAFT RAIL TRUCK

The idea for this project came when I was in a local train
shop and saw where someone had taken one of these stake
bed trucks and removed the stakes to attach about 2/3rds. of a
Bachmann 20 foot box car.  I thought it was kind of nifty so
when I got back to my shop i looked around to see what I
might have to create something similar to it.  

I  already had the  Bachmann Rail  Truck sitting  on a  shelf
eager to be used some way or another and then in the parts

box I found this near perfect Aristo-Craft caboose body that was left over when the chassis and bed assembly were used on
a previous project.  After a little measuring and analysis I figured they could be joined together and it should work just fine.
This turned out to be one of those somewhat simple project with a serviceable ending.  Amazing what you can do with some
of those spare parts, a little bit of ingenuity and in such a small amount of time.  Furthermore, there wasn’t any refinishing
or paint touch up required.

The body of the Aristo-Craft caboose shell overlapped the sides of the trucks bed perfectly so with a razor saw i carefully
cut about 1/3rd. off one end, right at  the front of the cupola.   I  then made an adapter plate  and joined them together.
Placement of the caboose body leaves just enough of the trucks bed on the rear to create an adequate porch area.  Inside i
installed a speaker and sound board from ITTC Products Inc. that has the sound of a 1926 Buick motor with a “beep-beep”
horn sound that honks about every 30 seconds.  

The Aristo-Craft caboose body I used came with lanterns so it was easy to wire them in and
they work just fine while the truck is in motion.    All the other miscellaneous added details like
the horn, rope, chain, tool box with tools, flower pot and
luggage cases were in the shop and are from Ozark
Miniatures and/or Bachmann.  I also mounted a USA
Trains  stirrup  step  on  the  rear  and  a  Bachmann
knuckle  coupler  that  could  be  changed  out  to  a
hook/loop if necessary.  

The B&A Rail Trucks gondola



Like most steam locomotives needing a tender, on the GRITFY RR it seems that most of the rail cars,
speeders, and rail trucks that are in the barn incorporate some sort of a gondola.  The chassis for this
rail trucks gondola started with some sort of a foreign looking assembly I purchased off eBay and has
been sitting in the shop for some time.  It came with some smooth rolling oddball metal wheels and
some nice looking side frames and journals.  I fabricated the flat car portion using Bass Wood adding
stirrup steps, a brake wheel & lock assembly and N/B/W’s all from Ozark Miniatures.  The knuckle
coupler is from Bachmann and it latches up to the one on our rail truck.  The box was a Hartland
Locomotive Works mini  gondola that  has been roughed up a  bit  from use and contains a  load of
junkyard gears and whatnot.   All in all it makes a complimentary little gondola for our B&A rail truck
to haul around.

All in all this was a relatively simple project and truly a joy for the old car guys to hear and
watch as it makes its rounds on the layout.   

 

           

I would like to thank Walt for his constant, regular and fun  
contributions to The GCGRS Newsletter. Many people in our club 
and other clubs have told me how much they enjoy Walt’s 
projects  Many thanks Walt!  


